
SHOP SAFETY 

 
Working on motorcycles can be dangerous, but it doesn't have to be. Common 
sense can go a long way to turn a major problem into a minor one.  

Minor cuts, if left untreated, can easily become infected and end up costing you 
a finger. Sandy, the shop foreman of an auto shop I once worked at, told the 
story of once almost loosing a finger to a very minor cut. It got infected and 
puffed up like a balloon. Doctors had to cut it open and drain everything out... 
Yuck ! So after he told me this story, I took his advice and stopped work, 
washed my newly cut finger off, and put some disinfectant and a Band-Aid on 
it.  

This is what I do when I get a cut. Immediately wash with soap and water. Then 
rinse it with a 3% solution of Hydrogen Peroxide. Then put on some antiseptic 
cream and a Band-Aid. If you do this immediately, it usually does not hurt 
much. If you wait a while to do it, it WILL hurt. At night I leave the Band-Aid off 
so the wound will dry. If it gets a bit infected I squeeze the infected part with my 
fingers as hard as I can stand it. This sounds strange and it hurts like 
everything, but it seems to get rid of infected liquid in the wound and helps it 
heal. Put on more antiseptic cream. If it still stays infected, soak in a mixture of 
hot water and Epson salt. Make the water as hot as you can stand it. Again, 
more antiseptic cream. If it STILL stays infected, a trip to the Doctor is 
indicated.  

Burns come, basically, in three flavors. First degree, like a sunburn. Second 
degree, which produces a blister, and third degree, which is a burn that goes 
deep, deep into the skin. A real crispy critter. Most of your burns will, hopefully, 
be first and second degree. Put Ice on them as soon as you can. This cuts the 
pain and helps keep the blisters small. With a third degree burn, you need to 
see a Doctor. A burn this bad may require a skin graft.  

It's a good idea to keep a First Kit in your tool kit AND to use it. Even a minor 
cut or burn can really slow you down if you get it infected.  

Other things you can include in your tool kit is baking soda, water, and a good 
working Fire Extinguisher. If you get battery acid on you, the baking soda will 
neutralize it. Water will also wash acid off your warm, quivering, flesh. If you 
get acid on you and do nothing, the acid will give you a VERY bad chemical 
burn. If you have water and baking soda the problem, and the pain, disappears.  

You will be working a lot with gasoline. Any spark, including static electricity 
will set it off. Plugging and unplugging electrical connections and performing 
electric starter tests can produce big sparks. If you light yourself off, things can 
be very painful indeed. A cheap fire extinguisher cure this problem and 
eliminates pain !  



Engine backfires can also set a motorcycle air box, say like on a Honda Gold 
Wing, on fire. You might find that you can almost blow out the flames, but not 
quite. You might find that after ten or so really big puffs of air that you are 
hyperventilating and getting light headed and that you are wondering whether 
you can get to the fire extinguisher and back before your customers $4000.00 
lead wing melts. You might, you might, yes, you might ! So you might want to 
put that fire extinguisher REAL close to the work at hand next time. Ah... trust 
me on this... You really NEED a good fire extinguisher and you NEED it close at 
hand !  

Safety glasses will help keep inappropriate material out of your eyes. This you 
will find is a very good thing !  

Yes, it's just a test ride around the block, but what if the countershaft sprocket 
comes off and locks up the rear wheel ? Wear a helmet, leathers, gloves... just 
in case.  

Put all oily rags and paper in a metal container and keep a lid on it. This will 
prevent spontaneous combustion.  

Keep all gasoline in air tight containers which are made specifically for gasoline. 
This may seem simple, but far too many people are not scared of gasoline. I am 
terrified of the stuff. One cup of gasoline has the explosive power of two sticks 
of dynamite. If you leave a pan of it out uncovered the fumes can be ignited by 
any spark and you will not believe the fire it will start until you see it ! Special 
gasoline containers made with steel or thick, gas proof, plastic, are needed. No 
milk jugs need apply !  

Clean your parts with solvent and NOT with gasoline.  

Lastly, start thinking about what you are doing. If you are really pushing hard 
on that screw driver, and it slips off the screw, where will it go ? Into the work 
bench, or into you hand ? When you really pull on that wrench and it slips off 
the bolt. Where will your knuckles go ? Into something hard and sharp ? Try to 
think ahead. Pain hurts, so avoid it.  

One more thing. Being a Macho Man or Women will NOT stop a piece of wire, 
from the wire brush wheel on you bench grinder, from ramming into your eye. 
Be a pansy, wear safety glasses, helmets, gloves, and use safety equipment.  

 

MOTORCYCLE HELMETS 

 
 
 



"A prudent man foreseeth the evil, and hideth himself; but the simple pass on, 
and are punished" Proverbs 27:12 

Like it or not motorcycle riding does entail some risk... just like everything else. 
In every statistical report I have ever read, the figures are always the same. In 
all fatal accidents about 80% of the deaths were caused by head injuries. This 
is true of both motorcycles and, get this, CARS. It doesn't take a rocket scientist 
to figure this one out. Be prudent... foresee evil... hide yourself from it... wear a 
Helmet.  

Now, I'm 100% against Mandatory Helmet Laws for adults, but if you ride and 
don't wear a helmet, you are doing a foolish thing. There are some who say the 
weight of the helmet can break your neck or that it hurts your peripheral vision. 
What a load of BS. If you are hit hard enough to break your neck it would have 
splattered your head without the helmet. Either way 
you are dead. For the other just turn your head... 
Duh ! Sorry if I offend. I have never suffered fools 
well and this is no exception. If you don't want to 
wear a helmet, be a man (or woman !), and just say 
you prefer not to wear one and will live with the 
risk. Don't give a lot of BS that it's safer without 
one. If it was safer, racers would not be wearing them. Speaking of racers, I 
have a number of photographs of racers sliding on their helmets. The majority 
were able to pick up their bikes and keep going. I have NO pictures of anyone 
sliding on their heads, without a helmet, and living.  

Several years ago a young man, about 18, came into my shop. I had a junkie, 
old, used helmet and he bought it, along with a flat face shield. About a week 
later he came back in to get another flat shield. Seems he fell off on a dirt road 
corner and ruined the other one. Said his head was still ringing. We tried to put 
it on but one of the side snaps just would not line up. We started looking at 
that helmet. There wasn't a scratch on it. It looked good. But if you looked at it 
just the right way it was real obvious. The whole side was caved in. It had saved 
his life. Think about it. Like the Bible says. Look ahead, see the danger, and 
prepare for it.  

Here's another thought on safety. You will notice that almost all veteran riders 
wear leather. Truth be known, if you ride long enough, you're going to fall off. 
Just a fact of life... live with it. In the event of a spill, Leather gloves, jacket and 
pants, will make things much easier to take. Don't forget good leather shoes. 
Many is the time I've saved myself from a fall with a good dab with my foot. If 
you are wearing a thong sandal... ? I see guys, all the time, riding around on 
160 MPH bikes with nothing on but shorts and thongs. They might as well 
tattoo a big "I'm a CHERRY" on their backs. I hate looking like a newbe, but I 
guess these guys think it's cool. Raspberries on your hide are not cool. What 
are raspberries ? Hit the pavement once without leather and you'll find out !  

While you will want to wear the best helmet you can, anything is better than 
nothing !  



 
 

 


